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LEIGHTON BUZZARD MARKET TRADER PITCH FEE ARREARS PROCEDURE 

 
Our Policy  
 
The Council’s approach to market pitch fees, (rent or toll) arrears is to prevent, manage 
and recover arrears within reasonable timescales and maintain satisfactory financial 
management arrangements of the public purse and operational consistency of the 
market. It is not to apply unreasonable penalties to traders who fall into arrears.  
 
The Council expects the trader to attend the market as per their licence to trade. The 
payment of pitch fees is a primary responsibility of every trader and is a central 
obligation of the trader agreement. The Council expects all traders to pay their pitch 
fee on time in accordance with their trader agreement.  
 
The Council will take prompt, appropriate and effective action to prevent and manage 
pitch fee arrears. Debt will always be pursued. 
 
It is the named trader on the signed Market Licence Agreement, the licensee, that shall 
remain liable for absence and any subsequent debt. 
 
 
The Purpose of this Procedure 
 
The Council acknowledge that some traders may have difficulties from time to time in 
making regular pitch fee payments (after illness for example). Reasonable repayment 
timescales are explained in this procedure and when reasons for absence are 
satisfactorily evidenced, assistance may be offered to overcome these difficulties 
through arranging an arrears payment plan. 
 
The procedure will: 
 

 prevent rent arrears accruing 
 

 clarify the process for dealing with rent arrears 
 

 detail the assistance the Council can offer to tackle arrears 
 
This procedure will need to be read in conjunction with other market policy and 
procedure documents, such as the Rules and Regulations, Trader Licence Agreement 
and Market Disciplinary Procedure.  
 
Traders are strongly encouraged to advise the Market Manager or their representative, 
in advance of any planned absences and if possible, as soon as practicable, any 
unplanned absences. Personal circumstances will be held in confidence and 
discernment will be applied in supporting all parties manage any given situation. The 
Council maintains the right to apply discretion as per any given circumstance.   
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Procedure 
 
For the purposes of clarity, each market day, Tuesday and Saturday, shall be treated 
independently of the other. Therefore, for example, four days absence of the Tuesday 
market is separate from four days absence from the Saturday market.  
 
Traders, (with permanent status) will be expected to utilise their allocated 4 ‘holiday’ 
days (free attendance/absence days per market) to manage their absence. The 
holiday period runs from 1st April to 31st March. Unused holidays within the given 
period will not be carried forward and payment for unused days will not be provided 
by the Council.  
 
Absence will be managed using the Market Trader Disciplinary procedure which 
incorporates an appeals procedure, and non-payment within the timescales of this 
procedure or an agreed payment plan will be considered a ‘serious breach’, i.e. Stage 
3. Second Warning (Final).  
 
1. One day absences shall be repaid within 14 days of the absence date. 
 
2. Subject to the guidelines specified, no refunds will be given on advance payments 

if traders or their representatives are absent from the market. 
 
3. Notice of the licence to trade being terminated in the event of 4 consecutive 

absences by a trader will be issued when no notification has been given to the 
Market Manager, or their representative of an absence. 

  
Planned absence - examples include yet are not exhaustive of: 
 

 Funeral of a relative. 

 Hospital stays i.e. planned operations.  

 Long-term overseas stays. 
 
4.   50% of pitch fees due will be paid in advance of any planned absence that is for 4 

weeks or over. The remainder will be paid within 14 days of the trader’s return in 
addition to the standard daily pitch fee, or in the agreed repayment plan period.   

   
Unplanned absence - examples include yet are not exhaustive of: 
 

 The death of a relative. 

 Short-term sickness - absence through illness and a presentation of a medical 
fit note signed by a medical professional. (Relevant to the licensee, not their 
representative.) 

 Vehicle breakdown. 
 

5.  Full arrears payment will be expected within 14 Days following return to the       
market, this is in addition to the standard daily pitch fee, unless a payment plan 

 has previously been agreed.   
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Long-term sickness   

 
6.    On the occasion of long-term sickness, the first 2 weeks of sickness absence are 

  payable in full and must be paid for in advance of presentation of any further    
medical fit notes signed by a medical professional. Subsequent absence is free 
on provision that pitch occupancy is only retained on continuous sick notes. If 
medical certificates stop being provided, following a period of 14 days, the Market 
Trader Disciplinary procedure will be invoked.  

 

Guidelines for payment plans - a structured payment plan to clear arrears will follow 
the general rules as set out in the table below.  

A missed payment shall invoke a Stage 2. Written Warning with continued missed 
payments escalating to a Stage 3. Final Written Warning and the potential for 
termination of the trader’s right to trade on the market, Stage 4. Termination of Licence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Example repayment plans: 
 

Markets days 
missed 

Period of 
repayment plan 

Amount due per week in addition to 
standard pitch fee 

1 day at £30 
per day = £30 

1 week 
£30 + the standard pitch fee of £30 

= £60 

3 days at £30 
per day = £90 

owed 
4 weeks  

£22.50 per wk. + the standard pitch 
fee of £30 = £52.50 

 
 
 

Markets days 
missed 

Period of 
repayment plan 

Amount due per week in addition to 
standard pitch fee 

Up to 2 days 2 weeks  2 equal payments of arrears owed 

Up to 4 days 4 weeks 4 equal payments of arrears owed 
 


